
Curriculum Council Notes 1/18/17 
 
I. Math 
Kristy Guerrero - County Ed Office 
Triangulation 
1. Standards - committed to 
2. Program - Bridges, first year fidelity, now looking to customize/modify to fit our students 
needs, but don’t “water down”  
3. Supplemental - routines and activities that you add 
 
Standards 
Achieve The Core - see document. Major, supporting and additional clusters, use to set 
priorities. 
Standards of Mathematical Practice - support learning and applying standards 
 
Bridges Tools - on website dashboard, Scope and Sequence for Bridges and Number 
Corner, Common Core correlations, can also use to prioritize. 
 
Supplementals 
Number Talks - develop SMP, document that indicates which standards it targets 
FactsWise - document that shows standards, need for Multiplication/Division practice 
Look to see what standards fluency supports. 
 
*Discussion/sharing about need for fact fluency in upper grades, and how do we continue to 
support students beyond third grade. Use of FactsWise - full program vs. “FactsWise Lite” 
Use without “watering down” Bridges.  Number Talks is valuable language development and 
connection making, some have added it to number corner or certain lessons in Bridges as a 
supplement. “Fluency” is abiltiy to solve problems and apply math facts to higher level math 
concepts. Need to have fact fluency/recall fairly quickly. Need to make 
connections/summarize learning when teaching/practicing facts, in order to solidify concepts. 
 
 
Focus on Number Corner - Most negotiable part of program. What would we let go in any 
given month, in order to focus on Major standards or add in NT or FW or another 
supplemental. 
 
Number Corner K-2 
Calendar Grid (algebraic thinking) 
Calendar Collector (what standards are addressed) 
Number Line 
Days in School 
Computational Fluency 
Daily Rectangle 
 
Number Corner 3-5  
Calendar Grid 
Number Line 
Calendar Collector 



Solving Problems 
Comp. Fluency/problem strings (similar to number talks) 
 
*Grade level breakout to work on streamlining Number Corner. Teams work together to 
prioritize NC activities, and indicate which are not integral/necessary  in order to cover all 
standards. 
This work will be continued in future meetings. 
 
II. NGSS 
We are not implementing NGSS next year!  
Looking to integrate into other content areas, in order to maximize time. 
 
Survey revision/discussion of District Science Survey 
Survey designed to gather information regarding science being taught now and knowledge 
of NGSS. 
Group went over survey to clarify, modify, and edit.   
CC members will present the survey to their staff for clarification and questions, before staff 
is asked to take survey. It should take 10-15 minutes to complete survey.  Anonymous, so 
no name attached, therefore no pressure. Please just be honest and give accurate info. Try 
to have staff complete it at a staff meeting, after brief overview/presentation. 
 
III. Observing Sci-Trek lessons.   
Hands-on program where an expert comes in and teaches with the teacher joining in. 
Christy will send out sign up for observing lessons. 
Linda Sparkuhl and/or Laura Buratto (5th grade)   
Will seek out primary teachers who are participating 
 
IV. NGSS December Training 
Several staff members went. Looks fabulous, hands-on, teacher friendly, facilitates student 
investigating, thinking and talking. 
 
 
Housekeeping: 
Feb. mtg moved from 2/6 to 2/7 (2/6 is 100th day.)  PM meeting begins at 1:00 
March meeting cancelled.  Please cancel your own sub. If you created an absence. 
  


